
In Hong Kong, motorcycle theft has been a problem haunting the police. To 
address the problem, a Hong Kong-based company has launched an 
anti-theft system TRAKBIKE with Queclink’s GMT200 at its core.

Since the launch of GMT200, the compact motorcycle GPS tracker has 
enjoyed popularity among customers by safeguarding their vehicles. In 
Hong Kong, motorcycle theft has been a problem haunting the police who 
received 204 and 126 reports in 2013 and 2014, respectively. To address the 
problem, a Hong Kong-based company has launched an anti-theft system 
TRAKBIKE which employs Queclink’s GMT200.

Queclink’s GMT200 Helps Recover 
Stolen Motorcycles
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TRAKBIKE has benefited several motorcycle owners. Mr. Xu is one of them. 
One year ago, Mr. Xu parked his motorcycle HONDA NC700S at an alleyway 
besides Huaxin Street in Hung Hom Ferry Piers. The disk lock did not scare 
o� the thief who drove away in motorcycle. The device GMT200 sent the 
first alarm at 00:38 am to the mobile phone of Mr. Xu followed by motion 

alarm, ignition on alarm, ignition o� alarm, etc. However, Mr. Xu did not get the alarm until next morning as he 
had turned o� his phone that night. He called the police after finding that his motorcycle had gone. Fortunately, 
he knew clearly where his motorcycle was, thanks to GMT200. In half an hour, Mr. Xu recovered his stolen 
motorcycle with the help of the police.
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To the police’s delight, they found another two stolen motorcycles in the same place. One of the motorcycles is 
TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 belonging to the French Mr. Fabrice.

The recovered motorcycle was a pleasant surprise for Mr. Fabrice who had given up recovering it. After learning 
from the police that the recovery was owed to TRAKBIKE, he had his motorcycle outfitted with the system. It 
turned out that the decision is a wise one. The system demonstrated its value again last October. At 6:00 am, 
he found that his motorcycle was driven to Sha Tin from Wan Chai on the mobile phone. At that time, he was in 
Taiwan and more than two hours had passed since the device sent out the first alarm. He transmitted location 
data to his friend in Hong Kong who called the police on his behalf. The police was very e�cient and recovered 
the motorcycle at around 9:00 am.

In an era characterized by rapid changes in science and technology, traditional anti-theft tools like disk lock 
cannot meet the needs of motorcycle owners any more. Hi-tech devices boasting better anti-theft and recovery 
features will soon dominate the market. Queclink’s GMT200 is a GPS tracker designed for motorcycles, sporting 
covert installation, accurate positioning and stable performance. More information about GMT200, please visit 
www.queclink.com/product/GMT200.
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Since 2009 Queclink Wireless Solutions has been “Driving Smarter IoT”.

For more information, visit our website, LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook or contact sales@queclink.com.

About Queclink

Queclink is a pure play IoT hardware designer and manufacturer working with many well-known industrial and consumer companies to bring 

innovative IoT solutions to market. Its business units span transportation, asset and mobility, networks and agriculture. With 35 million IoT products 

delivered to over 140 countries, Queclink inspires data-driven solutions for its worldwide customers.
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